Abstract. In 15, 16], we presented a theory of concurrent combinators for the asynchronous monadic -calculus without match or summation operator 13, 6] . The system of concurrent combinators is based on a nite number of atoms and xed interaction rules, but is as expressive as the original calculus, so that it can represent diverse interaction structures, including polyadic name passing 19] and input guarded summations 22]. The present paper shows that each of ve basic combinators introduced in 15] is indispensable to represent the whole computation, i.e. if one of the combinators is missing, we can no longer express the original calculus up to weak bisimilarity. Expressive power of several interesting subsystems of -calculus is also measured by using appropriate subsets of the combinators and their variants. Finally as an application of the main result, we show there is no semantically sound encoding of the calculus into its proper subsystem under a certain condition.
Introduction
The calculi of mobile processes 18, 19, 21] have been studied as a mathematical basis of concurrent computing due to their surprising expressive power in spite of simple syntactic constructs. Since Milner, Parrow and Walker introduced the original system in 21], various variants of this calculus have been considered in many settings: a polyadic or monadic, synchronous or asynchronous -calculus with or without match, mismatch, and summation operators. In sequential computation, the hierarchy of computable functions has been traditionally used to measure the expressive power of programming languages based on a rigid mathematical background. This notion is, however, too function-oriented to examine the whole expressiveness realisable in -calculi. Consider the result in 18], which showed lazy and call-by-value -calculi can be simulated in an operationally correct way in monadic -calculus without match or summation operator. The two -calculi are in the same computability hierarchy, but their encodings incalculus represent quite di erent communication protocols: computational behaviour in -calculus is based on much ner interactions than functional one. The question then arises as to what are general methods to measure representability for -calculi, which would also be applicable to other concurrency formalisms and programming languages.
One of the major ways to understand the expressiveness of -calculi is to examine existence of reasonable encodings of high-level communication structures into them. Speci cally if we restrict our attention to the family of -calculi, the problem is reducible to knowing whether an operation or a construct of some instance of -calculi can be represented by its sub-calculus without the construct. If so, the added computational element can be regarded as just a \macro" or a \syntactic sugar". If not, then it is indispensable to describe the whole behaviour: we say that the additional construct separates the world with it from without it.
In the absence of match operator, one remarkable separation result on expressiveness was proved by Palamidessi 24] : \mixed summations" cannot be embedded into any of -calculi without them. Her result reinforces the intuitive understanding that this mechanism is very di cult to implement and quite di erent from other constructs in the name passing world. On the other hand, without match or summation, the output pre xless -calculus 13, 9, 14, 6, 3] is known as a powerful formalism to represent a wide repertoire of interactive computational structures: polyadic and synchronous communications 13, 6] and even input-guarded summations 22], are embeddable within this calculus. At the practical level, this expressiveness gives rise to a useful high-level concurrent programming language Pict 28] , which is basically built on the polyadic version of this calculus with a strong typing system. At the semantic level, there exists a theory of combinators, which is derived from the analysis of the asynchronous name-passing operation 15, 16] . These and other results suggest that we may consider this asynchronous calculus as a basic calculus in the concurrency world just as -calculus in the function world; and that the study on expressive power of this calculus would deepen our understating of concurrent computation at the fundamental level. The basic questions which would naturally arise in this context are: How can we reduce this calculus without loss of its expressive power? What computational elements are indispensable to represent the whole behaviour realisable in this calculus?
This paper studies the expressive power of this calculus and its subsystems using the concurrent combinators in 15, 16] . More concretely, we show that ve atoms introduced in 15, 16] , which can represent all processes in this calculus, are indeed semantically indispensable: if any one of combinators is missing, we can no longer express the whole calculus up to weak bisimilarity. 1 Each combinator has a distinct role to separate a class of interactive behaviours realisable by the original calculus, and is essential for clarifying expressive power of several interesting proper subsystems of -calculus. Just like BCWIK-combinators of -calculus are useful to categorise and analyse the applicative behaviour of the family of -calculi 1, 4, 30], it is often easier and more tractable to check representability in terms of the xed and nite interaction of the combinators than considering interaction between arbitrary processes, cf. Sections 3 and 4. Another technical interest will be the introduction of a simple way of measuring expressive power, generation and minimality, which does not depend on the notion of encodings. In spite of its simplicity, we show that the minimality result is applicable to the establishment of several negative results on (the encodings into) proper subsystems of this calculus, cf. Sections 4 and 5. We believe that this notion would be useful to understand expressiveness of concurrent programming languages in a formal way.
The structure of the rest of the paper follows: Section 2 introduces preliminary de nitions and shows the nite generation theorem with a new quick proof. 2 Section 3 proves the main theorem, the minimality of the concurrent combinators. The results in the next two sections are established using this theorem. Section 4 identi es expressive power of several signi cant proper subsystems of this asynchronous calculus, related to three important elements in name-passing: locality, sharing of names and synchronisation. Section 5 then shows there is no semantically sound encoding of the whole calculus into its proper subsystem under a certain condition. We also show a stronger negative result related to parallelism in this calculus. Finally Section 6 summarises the main results, discusses about the related works 13, 15, 5, 24, 22, 17] The syntax of -calculus is given as follows (writing ax:P for a(x):P in 21]): P ::= ax:P j av j P j Q j ( a)P j !P j 0 We write P for a set of -terms. The de nitions for free and bound names in P are standard and denoted by fn(P ) and bn(P ). W.o.l.g we assume all bound names in P are distinct and disjoint from free names. Name \a" in av and ax:P is called an output subject and an input subject, respectively. The structural congruence and the reduction relation ?! again follow the standard de nitions 21, 13, 9] (see Appendix A in 34]). The following notations concerning name usage in terms are important.
Sub # (P ) and Sub " (P ) are the sets of the free input/output subjects of P , respectively. E.g. Sub # (ax:bx:xy:ce) = fa; bg and Sub " (ax:bx:xy:ce) = fcg. The sets of output/input active names are given by: a 2 AN " (P ) i P ( c)(av j R) with a 6 2 fcg and a 2 AN # (P ) i P ( c)(ax:Q j R) with a 6 2 fcg. The convergence predicate is de ned by: P + a " (resp. P + a # ) i 9P 0 : P ?! ! P 0^a 2 AN " (P 0 ) (resp. a 2 AN # (P 0 )). P + a l i P + a " or P + a # . In (i), the set Y generated by X includes inaction (b), and it is closed under structural rules (a), reduction contexts (c{e) and renaming operators (f) (cf. 10, 24]) 3 . (ii) says that if X is a basis then any -term should be behaviourally equivalent to some term generated by X. (iii) means a subsystem P should be self-contained w.r.t reduction. In (iv), Y 1 ' Y 2 means two subsystems generated by Y 1 and Y 2 have the same expressive power. Note the relation . can be de ned even if Y i 6 Y j with i 6 = j and Y i itself is not a subsystem. From a programming viewpoint, if X is a basis for Y , any program written in a language Y can be described by a composition of programs written in its \core language" X, and if X is a subsystem, then X can be used as a self-contained language because it is closed under evaluation. A fact related with (iii,iv) follows. Fact 2.3. Let P; P 1 ; P 2 be subsystems. (i) . is a preorder and P 1 P 2 ) P 1 . P 2 .
(ii) Y is a basis of P i P . Y The main theorem of this section states these 5 combinators can generate the whole set of -terms up to the weak bisimilarity. 3 Usage of injective renaming instead of usual substitution (i.e. non-injective renaming) is preferable because equalities over processes found in the literature are usually closed under injective renaming, but they may not be closed under substitutions (cf. 10]). 4 Theorem 2.5. ( nite generation) C is a basis, equivalently P ' C. Then clearly P cc is a proper subsystem of P by checking the reduction rules for atomic agents. To prove Theorem 2.5, we rst show C 7 is a basis: any pre x of -calculus can be decomposed following the idea in 15]. We de ne a pre x mapping a x:P in De nition A.1 in Appendix A (note the rule for replication (iv) is new, cf. 15]).
As we expected, \a x:P " behaves as a pre x \ax:P ": we have u x:P j m(uv) Now by the above arguments, if P 2 P cc , then 9Q 2 C + : Q P . Moreover if P 2 P , then P ] ] 2 P cc . Thus by Lemma 2.6, we have P P ] ] Q 2 C + , hence P . C as required. The second inclusion is by Fact 2.3 (iii) with P C. Cnc ' C 7 nc ' (C 7 nc) + , and (C 7 nc) + is not a basis i Cnc is not a basis. We omit \w.r.t C" and write P cc nc for (C 7 nc) + with c(ṽ) 2 C in the following. By the above lemma, to verify the essentiality of c, we equivalently prove P cc nc C. Notice P cc nc is a subsystem, and if c 6 = m, it is also closed under transition relation. ?! ce ?! 0, while (P j m(ae)) be =) ce =) is impossible by Lemma 3.4 because of ]h(P j m(ae)); ei = 1. Next we consider the two link generators b l (ab) and b r (ab). The former is the only agent which can create a new input-subject by a value which is received (x in ax:fw(xb)), and the latter is the only one which can create a new output-subject (x in ax:fw(bx)). Lemma 3.6. (i) For all P 2 P cc nb l , P l ?! P 0 implies Sub # (P ) Sub # (P 0 ). (ii) For all P 2 P cc nb r , P l ?! P 0 implies Sub " (P ) Sub " (P 0 ). Proposition 3.7. Both b l (ab) and b r (ab) are essential. Proof. Assume P 2 P cc nb l and P ae ?! P 0 with e fresh. Since P 0 2 P cc nb l again, we have :P 0 ec =) by Lemma 3.6 (i). But we have b l (ab) ae ?! fw(eb) ec ?! m(bc), a contradiction. The case b r (ab) is just similar by changing input with output. Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 simply explain the roles of d, b l and b r through the proof of thier essentiality. However d(abc) also represents another functionality, namely increase of parallelism. We also note the syntaxes of b l (ab) and b r (ab) cannot be reduced even if we still keep the capability to create the new input and output subject names: b l (ab) cannot be replaced with ax:xy:0 and b r (ab) cannot be replaced with ax:xb, cf. Theorem 3.14. Section 4 gives further examination and sigini cant points of these functionalities.
3.3. Synchronisation. Now we prove the most interesting and di cult part: creating some term (a forwarder or a message, cf. Lemma 3.13) after synchronisation, but without name-passing, is really essential to represent the whole behaviour of -calculus.
Before that, we introduce the notion of needed redex pairs 4 To prove the key proposition, we formalise the idea of synchronisation.
De nition 3.8. Let a 6 = b. A synchroniser at a to b is a term P such that (1) :P + b # , (2) (P j m(ae)) + b # , and (3) :(P j m(ae) j m(bc)) + e l , where e is fresh in (2) and (3) .
The de nition says that m(ae) is needed to create a new interaction point at b, and at the same time e is not used for that purpose. As shown later, s(abc) is a synchroniser at a to b. Note b r (ab) also satis es (1) and (2), but does not have the property (3), as will be proved in the following main lemma. This result says that the pre x \ax:P " in -calculus plays the role not only of binding x in P but also of synchronising at a (and then activating P ). See the next section for a study of the calculus with even less synchronisation. Now we reach the main theorem. To prove this, we use Lemma 3.13 (See 34]). Thus the ve atoms are not only essential but also have indeed \atomic" properties in that we cannot reduce its syntax further. We use these theorems in the following two sections.
4. Measuring expressiveness of subsystems of -calculus (1) This section measures expressive power of interesting subsystems of -calculus by concurrent combinators, focusing our attention on three key elements of name-passing computation. First we study locality by introducing local -calculus 12, 5, 2, 17] in which no value is instantiated with input-subjects. Next we examine sharing of names by studying linear and a ne -calculi where the number of free names is not changed or decreased during communications. Finally we consider synchronisation by formulating commutative -calculus which has more asynchrony than -calculus. To examine their expressive power, we rst decompose their computational behaviours (i.e. pre xes) into the corresponding systems of combinators. They are generated by a proper subset of C (in some case with re nement), hence have strictly less power than the whole -calculus by the results in Section 3. The proof method shows how we can use combinators as a tractable and informative tool to analyse the concurrent communication protocols. We begin with the formulation of separation.
Lemma 4.1. (separation) Assume P is essential w.r.t Y and X . Y nfPg. Then we say a subsystem P = fQ j Q R 2 X + g is separated by P from a subsystem P 0 = fQ j Q R 2 Y + g. We also say P is a proper subsystem of P 0 . Then the maximum set separated by c from P , denoted by P nc = fP j P Q 2 (Cnc) + g, is a proper subsystem of P . 4.1. Local -calculus. -calculus was originally considered as a simple formal system for concurrent object-based computation within asynchronous communication 13, 12] , regarding av as a pending message and ax:P as a waiting object. But it includes a nonlocal future which is prohibited in most of object-oriented languages, cf. 12]. Consider the following example. The left hand-side process represents an object which will send the object id b to another object. After communication, the other object with the same id b is created, violating the standard manner of the uniqueness of object id. To avoid such a situation in a simple way, we restrict the grammar of receptors as follows.
ax:P (x 6 2 Sub # (P )) We call this calculus local -calculus (written l for short) and write P l for the set of terms. 5 One important remark is local polyadic name passing, branching structures 13, 15] , the weak call-by-value -calculus 34], and typical concurrent objects 13, 31, 2] can be encoded in l -calculus. But what is di erence between and l ? To answer this question, we only have to check that any P 2 P l can be decomposed to P cc nb l by the same rules in De nition A.1 without using (viii), (xi), (xii) and (xiii). Then we have: Proposition 4.2. Cnb l is a minimal basis of l -calculus, P nb l ' P l ' Cnb l C.
The minimality and separation are given by Theorem 3.11. Notice that the above not only proves minimality but also shows that C 7 n b l is a system of combinators for l -calculus: there is fully abstract correspondence between them. This and other observations indicate the local -world forms a self-contained universe, so that l -calculus may be worth being studied as an independent calculus like I-calculus 4]. As a further examination on parallelism and sharing, it can be proved that 0-distributer d 0 (abc) def = ax:( ee 0 )(be j ce 0 ) cannot be generated in P cc nd and cannot generate d 1 
(ii) P cc nfb r ; sg C c P cc ns. For (i), we rst prove that the translation ] ] from c into C c based on a ? x:P , satis es Q + a l , Q] ] + a l for any c -term Q, then use Lemma 3.9. P cc nfb r ; sg C c of (ii) is proved by Lemma 3.6 (ii), while C c P cc ns is done by showing that b r (ab) cannot be generated in C c . See 34] for the details. The behaviour of c -calculus is exactly simulated in -calculus without s (i.e. ] ] is fully abstract). As an important remark, a (version of) monadic re exive -calculus studied in the framework in action calculi in 20] is faithfully simulated by c -calculus up to the maximum sound theory 14] following the idea in Example 6.4 in 11]. Hence it has less synchronisation than c -calculus. See 34] for further discussion.
5. Measuring expressiveness of subsystems of -calculus (2) In the family of -calculi, the expressive power is often measured by either fully abstract or adequate encoding between one system and another system 15, 13, 22, 24, 5] . One of the most intriguing questions related to our present study in this context is: if we miss any of 5 combinators, i.e. in any proper subsystem, is it absolutely impossible to construct any \good" encoding? This section shows we can apply the minimality theorem to derive several non-existence results of encodings: there is no standard encodings (cf. Def 5.1) of the whole -calculus into any proper subsystem studied in Sections 3 and 4 under the message-preserving condition (cf. Proposition 5.2 (3)). We also show a stronger result without this additional condition: there does not exist any standard encoding into P nd . This means parallelism of name-passing cannot be encoded if we do not increase parallelism during reductions. First we introduce a new formulation of measuring expressive power based on encodings, extending our view to the whole -family. Hereafter \subsystems" etc. ). We say P 2 can embed P 1 , written P 1 . e P 2 if there is a standard encoding from P 1 into P 2 , and P 2 can properly embed P 1 , written P 1 e P 2 if both P 1 . e P 2 and P 2 6 . e P 1 . We also denote ' e for . e \(. e ) ?1 .
(1) and (2) (1) (synchronisation) P ns e P , (2) (sharing of names) P A e P , and (3) (full abstraction) There is no fully abstract standard encoding (up to ) from P into any proper subsystem P C.
(1) and (2) would make sure that the synchronisation in -calculus is indeed minimum and sharing of names is indispensable to construct various communication structures, e.g. polyadic name-passing. Together with (1) in Proposition 5.2, (3) would be proved by showing that if a standard encoding from -calculus is not message-preserving, then it is not fully abstract up to . This would be extended to a more general statement: there is no fully abstract standard encoding from polyadic into monadic name-passing. 8 6. Discussion 6.1. Summary of the Results. This paper proposed the basic formal framework for representability, generation and minimal basis, and investigated that computational elements found in 5 combinators 15, 16] are essential to express -calculus, the asynchronous monadic -calculus without match or summation. Figure 1 summarises this separation result on (a) combinators and (b) subsystems of -calculus, which are in one-one correspondence via a fully abstract mapping. In (b) in Figure 1 , names in box depict the embeddable calculi by (congruent) adequate encodings. (ii) P ' e P pol and P l ' e P , hence P cc nb l ' e a P pol+ where P pol is polyadic -calculus without match or summation and P pol+ is P pol plus input guarded summations. (iii) Let us suppose P 1 P 2 and both are subsystems without match operators. Assume P 2 has mixed summation operators, while P 1 does not. Then P 1 e P 2 . Boreale 5] showed that there is a \polarity-exchanging" standard encoding from (polyadic) -calculus into polyadic lcalculus, which is fully abstract up to the weak barbed bisimilarity. But this result does not contradict Conjecture 5.3 (3) since: (1) it is not fully abstract up to barbed congruence (hence not up to either) 9 , and (2) even under the barbed bisimilarity, we do not know whether there is a fully abstract encoding from -calculus into monadic l -calculus because he uses the power of polyadic name passing (hence P l ' e P is adequately related). Notice also that it is not message-preserving. See 34] for more discussion about related topics to his encodings 5, 17].
6.3. Open Issues. In the following, we list some of naturally arising open issues.
As we discussed in Section 5 and the above, much still remains to be done on the study of existence or non-existence result of adequate and fully abstract encodings. For example, Boreale's result on local -calculus 5] lets us know a possibility to construct various kinds of standard encodings. This also suggests that there is some di culty to solve the negative result about encodings. Based on this observation, the most interesting but di cult open problem may be Conjecture 5.3 (1) . This would reveal that -calculus may be considered as a \basic -calculus" containing su cient power for interactive computation in a minimal syntax. 10 Related with this, our result in Section 4 tells us that all computable functions can be expressed in the local -calculus. More interestingly, neither the encoding of call-by-value nor lazy -calculus 18] works in A -calculus although it includes in nite behaviour like !ax:bx, cf. footnote 6. What is a minimal basis to realise universal computation power in -calculus? Is it absolutely needed to increment 9 For a counterexample, see 34]. 10 Recently the author proved an advanced negative result about encodings into a calculus which satis es: with fa; bg \ fc;dg = ;, P 1 ab =) P 2 cd =) P 3 ) 9P 0 2 : P 1 cd =) P 0 2 ab =) P 3 . We leave the proof, which uses a quite di erent technique from one in this paper, as well as discussions of related results, to a coming exposition. 13 the number of names during reduction and synchronise at the input pre x to represent sequential computation? Such an investigation is another interesting topic because it relates the question in functional computing to semantic expressiveness of concurrent computing. 
